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Evaluating of possible internal loops is one of key steps in predicting the optimal (i.e. 

possessing minimal free energy) secondary structure of an RNA molecule. The best algorithm 

available for this task (Lingso et al. 1999) runs in time O(L3), where L is the length of the RNA. 

Eppstein et al. (1992) investigated a closely related task of finding the optimal secondary 

structure that does not contain multi-branched loops, assuming that the penalty f(s) for an 

internal loop is a convex or concave function of the total number s of unpaired nucleotides which 

constitute the loop. The authors proposed an elegant algorithm with run-time O(L2* log2(L)), or 

O(M* log2(L)), if only M possible combinations of paired nucleotides are considered. However, 

the commonly used penalty for an internal loop is a function of two variables, F(s,d) = f(s) + 

g(d), where f(s) is concave and g(d) is a function of the difference d between the lengths of two 

unpaired regions which constitute the loop. 

We propose a modification of the algorithm of Eppstein et al (1992) which uses F(s,d) as                

a penalty function for internal loops and has run-time c*M* log2(L), of the same order as the                 

run-time of the original algorithm. We use the standard assumption that asymmetry penalty             

function g(d) differs from a constant only at a small number of points (g(d) = const when d is                   

large enough). Then, the coefficient c is proportional to this number. Using the new algorithm,               

 



we evaluate energies of all possible internal loops during the search for optimal RNA structure in                

c*M* log2(L) time, which improves time bound of Lingso et al (1999). We also propose two                

algorithms, with the same order of run-times that construct sets PAIRED and HAIRPIN of              

conditionally optimal multi-branched loop-free structures. The (p, q)-paired-optimal structure is          

an optimal multi-branched loop-free structure in which nucleotides p and q are paired. A (p,               

q)-hairpin-optimal structure is an optimal multi-branched loop-free structure in which          

nucleotides p and q form a pair that closes a hairpin loop. The set PAIRED contains a (p,                  

q)-paired-optimal structure for every possible pairing (p, q), and the set HAIRPIN contains a (p,               

q)-hairpin-optimal structure for every possible pairing (p, q) 
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